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SOUTH LAKELAND DISTRICT COUNCIL
South Lakeland House, Kendal, Cumbria LA9 4UQ
www.southlakeland.gov.uk

You are requested to attend a meeting of
the Licensing Sub-Committee
on Friday, 9 April 2021, at 10.00 a.m.
Please note that this meeting will be conducted remotely in accordance with Section 78 of
the Coronavirus Act 2020. Access details will be provided to Committee Members prior to
the meeting. Members of the public will be able to access a live broadcast of the meeting
here.
For those using an Apple Device to access the meeting, please note that Safari is not
compatible with Microsoft Teams, so you will not be able to watch the meeting using this
web browser. If you wish to watch a virtual meeting on any Apple device (iPad, iPhone or
Mac) you will need to download the Microsoft Teams App from the App Store, then click the
link on the relevant SLDC webpage or Agenda and follow the instructions on screen. The
Agenda is divided into two parts, with Part I items being considered in the presence of the
press and public. Part II Items will be considered in the absence of the press and public for
the reasons indicated on the Agenda and relevant reports. It should be noted that
discussions held in Part I are recorded and that the recordings are uploaded to the
Council’s Website.

Committee Membership
Councillors
Kevin Holmes
Helen Ladhams
David Webster
Andrew Jarvis (Substitute)

Note – Where relevant, agendas for Members are labelled “Private Document Pack” and
contain exempt information within the papers. Any relevant pages are marked as restricted
within Agendas labelled “Public Document Pack”.
Wednesday, 31 March 2021
Linda Fisher, Legal, Governance and Democracy Lead Specialist (Monitoring Officer)
For all enquiries, please contact:Committee Administrator:
Committee Services
Telephone:
01539 733333
e-mail:
committeeservices@southlakeland.gov.uk
For all Licensing enquiries, please contact:Licensing Officer:
Sean Hall
Telephone:
01539 733333
e-mail:
licensing@southlakeland.gov.uk

AGENDA

Page Nos.
PART I

1

ELECTION OF CHAIRMAN
To elect a Chairman for the meeting.

2

APOLOGIES AND RECONSTITUTION OF MEMBERSHIP
To receive apologies for absence, if any, and to report any arising changes to
membership.

3

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
To receive declarations by Members of interests in respect of items on this
Agenda.
Members are reminded that, in accordance with the revised Code of Conduct,
they are required to declare any disclosable pecuniary interests or other
registrable interests which have not already been declared in the Council’s
Register of Interests. (It is a criminal offence not to declare a disclosable
pecuniary interest either in the Register or at the meeting.)
Members may, however, also decide, in the interests of clarity and
transparency, to declare at this point in the meeting, any such disclosable
pecuniary interests which they have already declared in the Register, as well as
any other registrable or other interests.
If a Member requires advice on any item involving a possible declaration of
interest which could affect his/her ability to speak and/or vote, he/she is advised
to contact the Monitoring Officer at least 24 hours in advance of the meeting.

4

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1972 - EXCLUDED ITEMS
To consider whether the items, if any, in Part II of the Agenda should be
considered in the presence of the press and public.

5

INTRODUCTIONS
The Chairman will make introductions and read out the procedure for the
meeting.

6

LICENSING ACT 2003 - APPLICATION FOR THE GRANT OF A VARIATION
TO AN EXISTING PREMISES LICENCE
To consider an application to vary an existing premises licence made by Lake
District Leisure Pursuits in respect of Fallbarrow Holiday Park, Rayrigg Road,
Bowness on Windermere.

PART II
Private Section (exempt reasons under Schedule 12A of the Local Government
Act 1972, as amended by the Local Government (Access to Information)
(Variation) Order 2006, specified by way of paragraph number)
There are no items in this part of the agenda.
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Item No.6
South Lakeland District Council
Licensing Sub-Committee
Friday, 9 April 2021

Licensing Act 2003 - Application for the grant of a
variation to an existing premises licence
Portfolio:

Economy, Culture and Leisure Portfolio Holder

Report from:

Director of Customer and Commercial Services

Report Author:

Sean Hall – Principal Specialist (Health & Environment)

Wards:

Bowness & Levens;

Forward Plan:

Not applicable

1.0

Expected Outcome

1.1

The purpose of this report is to enable members to determine whether or not to grant
the application to vary an existing premises licence made by Lake District Leisure
Pursuits in respect of Fallbarrow Holiday Park, Rayrigg Road, Bowness on
Windermere, having taken in to account 14 representations submitted by interested
parties.

2.0

Recommendation

2.1

It is recommended that the sub-committee:(1)

Consider the representations that have been made, and determine
whether or not to grant the application to vary the existing premises
licence, with or without conditions.

2.2

Subsection 1.17 of guidance issued under section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003
states” each application must be considered on its own merits and in accordance with
the licensing authority’s statement of licensing policy; for example, if the application
falls within the scope of a cumulative impact policy. Conditions attached to licences
and certificates must be tailored to the individual type, location and characteristics of
the premises and events concerned. This is essential to avoid the imposition of
disproportionate and overly burdensome conditions on premises where there is no
need for such conditions. Standardised conditions should be avoided and indeed may
be unlawful where they cannot be shown to be appropriate for the promotion of the
licensing objectives in an individual case”.

2.3

Members attention is drawn to section 7 of the Statement of licensing policy. This
section relates to factors that should be taken in to account when determining
applications of this type. The Policy is listed as a background document at the
conclusion of this report.
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3.0

Background and Proposals

3.1

On 11th February 2021 an application for the grant of a variation to an existing premises
licence, under terms of section 34 of the Licensing Act 2003, for Fallbarrow Holiday
Park, Rayrigg Road, Bowness on Windermere, (PL (A) 0795), was received from
Poppleston Allen Solicitors, the agent instructed to act on behalf of the applicant, Lake
District Leisure Pursuits Ltd. A copy of the existing premises license is attached at
appendix 1.

3.2

The application, which is attached at appendix 2, is seeking to vary the existing
premises license:
Hours of Trading
To extend the sale of alcohol and regulated entertainment indoors Monday to Saturday
0800 to 0200 the following morning, Sunday 0800 to 0100 the following morning; sale
of alcohol within the deli and shop on Sunday 0800 to 2300 in line with all other days;
to add plays indoors Monday to Saturday 0800 to 0200 the following morning, Sunday
0800 to 0100 the following morning and outdoors Monday to Sunday 1130 to 2300; to
extend films, live music, recorded music, performance of dance and entertainment of
a like kind Monday to Sunday 1130 to 2300 outdoors, to extend opening hours in the
venue Monday to Saturday 0800 to 0230 the following morning, Sunday 0800 to 0130
the following morning; within the deli and shop Monday to Sunday 0700 to 2300;
extend all activities and opening hours from the end of permitted hours on New Year’s
Eve to the start of permitted hours on New Year’s Day; to add an additional hour to the
standard and non-standard timings on the day when British Summertime commences.
Alteration of Licensable area
The application also seeks to approve alterations at the premises as shown on the
layout plans which are attached to this report at appendix 3.
Removal of Obsolete and Outdated conditions
The application also seeks to remove obsolete and outdated conditions to be replaced
with more appropriate conditions.
All other licensable activities, hours, and conditions to remain as existing.

4.0

Consultation

4.1

The applicant advertised the application in a local newspaper within the first 10 working
days of consultation as required by legislation. They also displayed a ‘blue notice’ at
the premises from the first day of the consultation for a 28 day period.

4.2

A copy of the application has been served on all responsible authorities. None of the
responsible authorities have submitted a relevant representation.

4.2.1

SLDC Environmental Protection Specialist has reported that there have been no
incidents of noise nuisance reported to the Council from this site. They did however
raise concern on receipt of the application to vary the existing premises license, with
both the applicant’s agent and Licensing Authority, about the control of noise from
outdoor amplified music. The Environmental Protection Specialist has suggested that
a more robust operating condition be offered by the applicant to demonstrate that
outdoor music will be carefully managed. The applicant has agreed to both work with
The Environmental Protection Team to ensure any noise from the site is carefully
managed, and to offer a more robust condition whereby a noise management plan for
the site would be agreed with SLDC Environmental Protection Team.
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4.2.2

The suggested operating condition is as follows:
‘The premises licence holder will supply a Noise Management Plan (NMP) to the
Licensing Authority, to be approved by the Health & Environment Specialist, prior to
the variation taking effect. The approved NMP shall be adhered to during all
regulated entertainment.’
The Environmental Protection Specialist advised the applicant’s agent that “..the
wording or similar, would go a long way towards demonstrating the premises’ actions
in respect of the prevention of public nuisance and in doing so will provide evidence
to regulators and as a means of protection/defence for the premises operators in the
event of a future noise complaint”.
If the condition is accepted then the Environmental Protection Specialist would have
no further input in this matter. If it is not accepted, then he would have no option but
to object to grant of the licence.
Currently, the Environmental Protection Specialist is awaiting confirmation from the
applicant’s agent whether or not their client will accept the condition.

4.3

There are 14 representations to consider in respect of this application and they have
been brought to the attention of the applicant. The representations are concerned that
the possible effect of granting the licence would undermine the licensing objectives of
‘Prevention of public nuisance’ and ‘Prevention of Crime and Disorder’.

4.3.1

In total, all 14 representations either mention ‘The Prevention of Public Nuisance’ or
an increase in noise emissions from the site as the reason for making the
representation. A total of 4 representations also refer to either the ‘Prevention of Crime
and Disorder’ or an increase in antisocial or drunken behaviour as the reason for
making the representation. All persons who have made a representation will be invited
to speak at the hearing. Copies of the representations can be found at appendix 4 of
this report.

5.0

Alternative Options

5.1

The options available to the Licensing Sub-Committee includes –


Grant the application to vary the existing premises licence as requested;



Grant the application to vary the existing premises licence with modified
conditions;



Reject the application (whole or part).

6.0

Links to Council Priorities

6.1

Working together to make South Lakeland the best place to live, work and explore.

7.0

Implications

Financial, Resources and Procurement
7.1

There are no financial implications

Human Resources
7.2

There are no human resource implications
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Legal
7.3

The Licensing Act 2003 section 35 states:
Determination of application under section 34
(1) This section applies where the relevant licensing authority—
(a) receives an application, made in accordance with section 34, to vary a
premises licence, and
(b) is satisfied that the applicant has complied with any requirement imposed on
him by virtue of subsection (5) of that section.
(2) Subject to subsection (3) and section 36(6), the authority must grant the
application.
(3) Where relevant representations are made, the authority must—
(a) hold a hearing to consider them, unless the authority, the applicant and each
person who has made such representations agree that a hearing is
unnecessary, and
(b) having regard to the representations, take such of the steps mentioned in
subsection (4) (if any) as it considers [F1appropriate] for the promotion of the
licensing objectives.
(4) The steps are—
(a) to modify the conditions of the licence;
(b) to reject the whole or part of the application;
and for this purpose the conditions of the licence are modified if any of them is
altered or omitted or any new condition is added.
(5) In this section “relevant representations” means representations which—
(a) are about the likely effect of the grant of the application on the promotion of the
licensing objectives, and
(b) meet the requirements of subsection (6).
(6) The requirements are—
(a) that the representations are made by [F2a responsible authority or other
person] within the period prescribed under section 17(5)(c) by virtue of section
34(5),
(b) that they have not been withdrawn, and
(c) in the case of representations made by [F3a person who is not a responsible
authority] , that they are not, in the opinion of the relevant licensing authority,
frivolous or vexatious.
(7) Subsections (2) and (3) are subject to sections [F419 to 21](which require certain
conditions to be included in premises licences).

7.3.1

Alternative options are outlined within section 5 of this document.

7.3.2

Paragraph 3.1 of this report outlines changes to the hours of operation, the premises
layout, and the removal of obsolete and outdated conditions.

7.3.3

Members attention is drawn to Schedule 5 Paragraph 1 of the Licensing Act 2003.
Where a licensing authority—
(a) rejects an application for a premises licence under section 18,
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(b) rejects (in whole or in part) an application to vary a premises licence under
section 35,
(c) rejects an application to vary a premises licence to specify an individual as
the premises supervisor under section 39, or
(d) rejects an application to transfer a premises licence under section 44,
the applicant may appeal against the decision.
7.3.4

Members attention is also drawn to Schedule 5 Paragraph 4 of the Licensing Act 2003.
(1) This paragraph applies where an application to vary a premises licence is granted
(in whole or in part) under section 35.
(2) The applicant may appeal against any decision to modify the conditions of the
licence under subsection (4)(a) of that section.
(3) Where a person who made relevant representations in relation to the application
desires to contend—
(a) that any variation made ought not to have been made, or
(b) that, when varying the licence, the licensing authority ought not to have
modified the conditions of the licence, or ought to have modified them in a
different way, under subsection (4)(a) of that section,
he may appeal against the decision.
(4) In sub-paragraph (3) “relevant representations” has the meaning given in section
35(5).

7.3.6 Members attention is also drawn to Schedule 5 Paragraph 9 of the Licensing Act 2003.
(1) An appeal under this Part must be made to [a magistrates' court].
(2) An appeal under this Part must be commenced by notice of appeal given by the
appellant to the [designated officer] for the magistrates' court within the period of 21
days beginning with the day on which the appellant was notified by the licensing
authority of the decision appealed against.
(3) On an appeal under paragraph 2(3), 3(2)(b), 4(3), 5(2), 6(2) or 8(2)(a) or (c), the
holder of the premises licence is to be the respondent in addition to the licensing
authority.
(4) On an appeal under paragraph 7(3) [F3or (3A)], the person who gave the interim
authority notice is to be the respondent in addition to the licensing authority.
7.3.7

Members’ attention is drawn to the following sections of the Section 182 Guidance to
the Licensing Act 2003, which states:
2.15 The 2003 Act enables licensing authorities and responsible authorities, through
representations, to consider what constitutes public nuisance and what is appropriate
to prevent it in terms of conditions attached to specific premises licences and club
premises certificates. It is therefore important that in considering the promotion of this
licensing objective, licensing authorities and responsible authorities focus on the effect
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of the licensable activities at the specific premises on persons living and working
(including those carrying on business) in the area around the premises which may be
disproportionate and unreasonable. The issues will mainly concern noise nuisance,
light pollution, noxious smells and litter.
2.16 Public nuisance is given a statutory meaning in many pieces of legislation. It is
however not narrowly defined in the 2003 Act and retains its broad common law
meaning. It may include in appropriate circumstances the reduction of the living and
working amenity and environment of other persons living and working in the area of
the licensed premises. Public nuisance may also arise as a result of the adverse effects
of artificial light, dust, odour and insects or where its effect is prejudicial to health.
2.17 Conditions relating to noise nuisance will usually concern steps appropriate to
control the levels of noise emanating from premises. This might be achieved by a
simple measure such as ensuring that doors and windows are kept closed after a
particular time, or persons are not permitted in garden areas of the premises after a
certain time. More sophisticated measures like the installation of acoustic curtains or
rubber speaker mounts to mitigate sound escape from the premises may be
appropriate. However, conditions in relation to live or recorded music may not be
enforceable in circumstances where the entertainment activity itself is not licensable
(see chapter 16). Any conditions appropriate to promote the prevention of public
nuisance should be tailored to the type, nature and characteristics of the specific
premises and its licensable activities. Licensing authorities should avoid inappropriate
or disproportionate measures that could deter events that are valuable to the
community, such as live music. Noise limiters, for example, are expensive to purchase
and install and are likely to be a considerable burden for smaller venues.
2.21 Beyond the immediate area surrounding the premises, these are matters for the
personal responsibility of individuals under the law. An individual who engages in
antisocial behaviour is accountable in their own right. However, it would be perfectly
reasonable for a licensing authority to impose a condition, following relevant
representations, that requires the licence holder or club to place signs at the exits from
the building encouraging patrons to be quiet until they leave the area, or that, if they
wish to smoke, to do so at designated places on the premises instead of outside, and
to respect the rights of people living nearby to a peaceful night.
9.42 Licensing authorities are best placed to determine what actions are appropriate
for the promotion of the licensing objectives in their areas. All licensing determinations
should be considered on a case-by-case basis. They should take into account any
representations or objections that have been received from responsible authorities or
other persons, and representations made by the applicant or premises user as the
case may be.
9.43 The authority’s determination should be evidence-based, justified as being
appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives and proportionate to what it is
intended to achieve.
10.8 The licensing authority may not impose any conditions unless its discretion has
been exercised following receipt of relevant representations and it is satisfied as a
result of a hearing (unless all parties agree a hearing is not necessary) that it is
appropriate to impose conditions to promote one or more of the four licensing
objectives. In order to promote the crime prevention licensing objective conditions may
be included that are aimed at preventing illegal working in licensed premises. This
provision also applies to minor variations.
7.3.8

Members attention is drawn to the Council’s statement of licensing policy at paragraph
8.31 which states:
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The Licensing Authority recognises that all applications should be considered on an
individual basis and any condition attached to such a licence will be tailored to each
individual premises, to avoid the imposition of disproportionate and other burdensome
conditions on those premises. Standard conditions, other than mandatory conditions,
will, therefore, be avoided and no condition will be imposed that cannot be shown to
be necessary for promotion of the licensing objective.
Health, Social, Economic and Environmental
7.4

Have you completed a Health, Social, Economic and Environmental Impact
Assessment? No

7.5

If you have not completed an Impact Assessment, please explain your reasons:
No assessment has been completed as the hearing is in line with legislative guidance,
the impact of which has deemed as having a neutral impact.

7.6

Summary of health, social, economic and environmental impacts:
NA

Equality and Diversity
7.7

Have you completed an Equality Impact Analysis? No

7.8

If you have not completed an Impact Assessment, please explain your reasons:
No assessment has been completed as the hearing is in line with legislative guidance,
the impact of which has deemed as having a neutral impact.

7.9

Summary of equality and diversity impacts:
NA

Risk
Risk

Consequence

Controls required

Should members be minded not
to grant this application, their
decision may be overturned on
appeal to the Magistrates Court.
Should members be minded to
grant this application and in
doing so impose conditions or
take any step mentioned in
section 18 (4) their decision may
be overturned on appeal to the
Magistrates Court.
Should members be minded to
grant this application their
decision can be contested and
overturned on appeal to the
Magistrates Court.

Costs awarded against the The Sub-Committee to be
Council should the appeal made aware of the right of
be upheld.
appeal on the part of the
applicant.
Costs awarded against the The Sub-Committee to be
Council should the appeal made aware of the right of
be upheld.
appeal on the part of the
applicant.

Costs awarded against the The Sub-Committee to be
Council should the appeal made aware of the right of
be upheld.
appeal on the part of those
that submitted a relevant
representation

Contact Officers
Sean Hall Principal Specialist (Health & Environment)
s.hall@southlakeland.gov.uk
Tel 01539 793411
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Appendices Attached to this Report
Appendix No.

Name of Appendix

1

Premises License PL (A) 0795 Fallbarrow Caravan Park, Rayrigg
Road, Bowness on Windermere

2

Application to vary the premises license PL (A) 0795 Fallbarrow
Caravan Park, Rayrigg Road, Bowness on Windermere. Submitted
11/2/21

3

Proposed layout plans attached to application to vary the premises
license PL (A) 0795 Fallbarrow Caravan Park, Rayrigg Road, Bowness
on Windermere. Submitted 11/2/21

4

Representations received – redacted

Background Documents Available
Name of Background document

Where it is available

Licensing Act 2003

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2003/17/content
s
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/explanat
ory-memorandum-revised-guidance-issued-under-s182-of-licensing-act-2003
https://www.southlakeland.gov.uk/

Revised Guidance issued under
section 182 of the Licensing Act
2003
SLDC Statement of Licensing
Policy (2016 – 2021. Extended to 5th
January 2022)
Tracking Information
Signed off by
Legal Services
Section 151 Officer
Monitoring Officer
CMT

Date sent
29/03/21
29/03/21
29/03/21
NA

Circulated to
Lead Specialist
Human Resources Lead Specialist
Communications Team
Leader
Committee Chairman
Portfolio Holder
Ward Councillor(s)
Committee
Executive (Cabinet)
Council

Date sent
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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Date Signed off
29/03/21
NA
30/03/2021
NA
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Existing areas covered by existing fire safety installations.
specialist contractors to allow for upgrading and alterations to
suit proposed works where required
All existing fire doors to have intumescent fire strips and
smoke seals checked. If damaged allow for repair

Appendix 3

©This drawing is the property of Harrison Company Limited. Copyright is reserved
by them and the drawing issued on condition that it is not copied either wholly or
part without the consent in writing of Harrison Company Limited. Figured
dimensions to take preference over those scaled. All dimensions to be checked on
site before commencement of any work or shop drawings. This drawing is to be
read in conjunction with the specification when existing.
REVISIONS
Rev

By

Date

Comment

A

CS

26.01.21

Wash up area amended

NOTES
1. FIRE ALARM INSTALLATION TO BE L1 SYSTEM
2. FIRE SUPPRESSION TO BE INSTALLED OVER THE
COOKING APPLIANCES WITHIN THE COOKLINE AREA

up
oard
Ab

Sign

IC

FIRE SAFETY INSTALLATION LEGEND

[4]

ITEM TBC BY FIRE
ALARM SPECIALIST

ITEM TBC BY FIRE
ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTOR

9 litre water extinguisher

9 litre foam extinguisher
[4]
up

2kg carbon dioxide extinguisher
[WS]

up

Fire blanket

1. Doors & partitions required to be fire resisting are to be in accordance
with British Standard B.S. 476.

Fry fighter

2. Fire resisting doors required to resist the passage of smoke at
ambient temperature conditions should, unless tested in accordance
with B.S. 476 section 311, to be fitted with a smoke seal.

Menu

3. The fire alarm system is to comply with British Standard B.S.
5839;1:2013. Detection system to be linked into Landlord system to
Landlord approved details.

S17

S17

S17

Fire Safety Requirements.

S22
S17

Fire alarm call point (BS 5839)

S
K /BSB

Fire alarm heat detector C/W strobe and electronic
sounder base - addressable (BS 5839)

SD/BSB

Fire alarm smoke detector C/W strobe and
electronic sounder base - addressable (BS 5839)

S22

4. The emergency lighting installation is to comply to British Standard
5266:1:2016

IC
OWNERS LOUNGE

POOL

Walk in Chiller

Walk in Freezer

Internal Area - 3.2

Internal Area - 3.0

5. Illuminated 'EXIT' signs are to conform to British Standard B.S. 2560.

ramp
up

S17

Settle

S22

6. Fire fighting equipment to conform to British Standard B.S. 5423.

Existing
hanging chair

M&G

7. Fire safety related signs & notices are to conform with British
Standard B.S. 5449:1:2002.
W C
15.1
11

6

11.1

15

K /BSB

C
19

5

18

20 20.1
46

7

Take
away

H W C C

17

E

9

8. Wall & ceiling linings are to be class 1 surface spread of flame (as
defined in British Standard B.S. 476 Pt. 7) in non-public areas & class
0 (as defined in the Building Regulations) in routes of escape. (To
include fixed furniture)

Existing
woodburner

16

23

44
8

Existing
steps

GREY

10

Area covered by void smoke detection system
(BS 5839)

I

Indicator for void detector

S17

[WS]

S22

PRIVATE
SALES

V

0

0
Ø11

W

14 14.1

S13

Sign - 'FIRE DOOR KEEP SHUT' - 75mm
letters

S14

Sign - 'FIRE DOOR KEEP LOCKED' - 75mm
letters

S17

Sign - 'FIRE EXIT KEEP CLEAR' - 75mm letters

5
GREY

9. Upholstered seating furniture should satisfy, as a minimum standard,
(ignition source), (cigarette test) specified in British Standard B.S. 5852
Pt.1 'Fire tests for furniture - Methods of test for ignitability by smokers
materials of upholstered composites for seating' & British Standard
B.S. 5852 Pt.2 'Fire tests for furniture - Methods of tests for ignitability
of upholstered composites for testing by flaming source'. For which
latter standard crib ignition source 5 is the minimum requirement.

12

Line of existing balustrade
12

S22

H W C

D

CARAVAN
SALES

S17

Existing
balustrade

C W H

H W C
C W H

VP

3
4
45.1
2

21

44

Fire
Suppression
to
cookline by
specialist
44

C

MAIN
OFFICE

22

44

22.1

1

W

45

VP

Sign - internally illuminated 'FIRE EXIT' or
graphic equivalent

S22

Area covered by Strobe / visual alarm
(to be agreed on site)

44

22.2

43

S13
C

Line of existing balustrade

24

42

Chef's
Table

25 25.1

6

27

27.1
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[WS]

27.2

Office

B
28

K /BSB

Storage for BBQ

10. Any fabrics which have received a flame retardant treatment should
be subjected to the water soak test detailed in British Standard B.S.
5651 independant certification to the above standards should be
provided from an accredited test organisation.

Z

41
31
30.1
30
C

12. Artificial foliage & other decorative effects are to be fire retardant to
the satisfaction of the Fire Authority.

5
47
GREY

Chef's
Table

29
34

33

13. Textile floor coverings should be tested to British Standard B.S. 4790
(Effects of small ignition source hot metal nut method).

32
33

Strobe unit. Area covered visual alarm
Area covered by emergency luminaire.
Certificates of compliance to B.S. 5839 (Fire
Alarms) and/ or B.S. 5266 (Emergency
Lighting) to be provided to the fire Authority.

11. Curtains & drapes are to satisfy type B, performance requirements of
British Standard B.S. 5867 Pt.2.

4.4m2

Store

Fire alarm smoke detector - addressable (BS 5839)

VP

Vision panel

A
33

35

[ATM]

37

40
38

39

H W C

37.1
36

FD30S ( fitted with automatic closer)

14. Vertically hung textiles should conform to British Standard B.S. 5438.

High
chair

A copy of the laboratory test report form an accredited testing laboratory
identifying compliance of the furnishing composite with the above
mentioned British Standards must be forwarded to this Authority before
installation & confirmation that the furnishings specified in this certificate
have been installed in the premises.

Existing games room

RECEPTION
BarSD/BSB

NOTE: FIRE SEPARATION SUBJECT TO EXISTING FIRE STRATEGY ALL DETAILS TO BE CONFIRMED BY SPECIALIST CONSULTANT

[DISPLAY]

LADIES
K /BSB

Soft Play

Stable
door

DRAWING TO BE READ IN COLOUR
IN CONJUNCTION WITH BUILDERS
WORKS PLANS

FD60S (fitted with automatic closers)
Fire rated door grilles to match performance of
the door
P.B.

Push bar to open door mechanism

D.R.

Door release linked to Fire Alarm, to BS EN 54
-11:2001

F.A.P.

Fire alarm panel location TBC

Fire alarm repeater panel location TBC
Fire alarm interface

DELI

Licensed Area
All Licensable activities.

GENTS

ACC.
W.C.

STORE

MAINTENANCE
OFFICE

MAIN KITCHEN
SHOP

CELLAR

MAINTENANCE
STORE
BOILER
ROOM

CLIENT

Parkdean Resorts
STORE

PROJECT

Fallbarrow Holiday Park
Cumbria
LA23 3DL
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